
336 FIRST IMPRESSIONS Or,

with its toe-points, a "crude consistence" of ill-understood

facts, and now rose aloft into an atmosphere of obscure Conjec

ture, on a "tumultuous cloud" of ill-digested theory. In a

science in this unformed, rudimental stage, whether it deal

with the stars of heaven or the strata of the earth, the old.

anarch of Infidelity is sure always to effect a transitory lodg

ment; and beside him stand his auxiliaries,

"Rumor, and Chance,

And Tumult, and Confusion, all embroiled,

And Discord with. a thousand various mouths."

And so it is in no degree derogatory to the excellent sense of

Cowper, that he should have striven to bring Revelation in

direct antithetical collision with the inferences of the geologists.

There exists, however, no such apology for the Dean Cock

burns and London "Records" of the present day. Geology,

though still a youthful science, is no longer an immature one:

it has got firm footing on a continent of fact; and the man who

labors to set the doctrines of Revelation in array against its

legitimate deductions, is employed, whatever may be his own

estimate of his vocation, not on the side of religious truth, but

of scepticism and infidelity. His actual work, however excel

lent his proposed object, is identically that of all the shrewder

infidels, - the Humes, Volneys, Voltaires, and Bolingbrokes,

who have compassed sea and land, arid pressed every element

into their service, in attempting to show that the facts and doc

trines of the Bible traverse those great fixed laws which regu

late human belief. No scientific question was ever yet settled

dogmatically, or ever will. If the question be one in the sci

ence of numbers, it must be settled arithmetically; if in the sci

ence of geometry, it must be settled mathematically; if in the

science of chemistry, it must be settled experimentally. The
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